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Description
If you create translated metadata for a file (edit metadata in default language, then click the flag symbol for any other installed
language in list view), there is no easy way of deleting the created record again.
Only way I found was to select the records history and 'reverse' the creation of the record. If for some reason the history functionality
is not available, there is no way of deleting translated meta data.
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #71678: Remove delete icon in toolbar for sys_fil...

Closed

2015-11-19

Associated revisions
Revision 7a9b54ba - 2018-01-13 20:05 - Wolfgang Klinger
[BUGFIX] Enable deletion of translated sys_file_metadata records
UserTS disableDelete was set for sys_file_metadata globally
and therefore also prevented the deletion of translated file metadata.
By preventing deletion of sys_file_metadata records only for default
language records, the user can remove translated ones again at will.
Resolves: #83066
Relates: #71678
Releases: master, 8.7
Change-Id: I3b83a3dd63b02b94bdd34dd8f002436af14ad45d
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/55340
Reviewed-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>
Tested-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>
Tested-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Revision 6fafd011 - 2018-01-13 20:45 - Wolfgang Klinger
[BUGFIX] Enable deletion of translated sys_file_metadata records
UserTS disableDelete was set for sys_file_metadata globally
and therefore also prevented the deletion of translated file metadata.
By preventing deletion of sys_file_metadata records only for default
language records, the user can remove translated ones again at will.
Resolves: #83066
Relates: #71678
Releases: master, 8.7
Change-Id: I3b83a3dd63b02b94bdd34dd8f002436af14ad45d
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/55354
Tested-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>

History
#1 - 2018-01-12 11:10 - Wolfgang Klinger
- Related to Bug #71678: Remove delete icon in toolbar for sys_file_metadata added
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#2 - 2018-01-12 11:57 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/55340
#3 - 2018-01-12 11:59 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/55340
#4 - 2018-01-13 12:52 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/55340
#5 - 2018-01-13 12:55 - Anja Leichsenring
Deletion of sys_file_metadata records in default language has been prevented through the interface, because these records are created on the fly
upon accessing the file record, so the deletion by user just made no sense. In this process, ALL deletion of sys_file_metadata records has been
blocked, so the situation of non deletable translations occurred.
By checking the sys_language_uid of the record, this issue can be avoided. Users should be able to delete translations of sys_file_metadata records
(but still not the default language ones).
#6 - 2018-01-13 20:08 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_8-7 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/55354
#7 - 2018-01-13 20:30 - Wolfgang Klinger
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 7a9b54ba362e5057028da258168b0686ef7090cc.
#8 - 2018-10-02 10:54 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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